Abstract -In an inhomogeneously illuminated photoacoustic image, important information like vascular geometry is not readily available, when only the initial pressure is reconstructed. To obtain the desired information, algorithms for image segmentation are often applied as a post-processing step. In this article, we propose to jointly acquire the photoacoustic reconstruction and segmentation, by modifying a recently developed partially learned algorithm based on a convolutional neural network. We investigate the stability of the algorithm against changes in initial pressures and photoacoustic system settings. These insights are used to develop an algorithm that is robust to input and system settings. Our approach can easily be applied to other imaging modalities and can be modified to perform other high-level tasks different from segmentation. The method is validated on challenging synthetic and experimental photoacoustic tomography data in limited angle and limited view scenarios. It is computationally less expensive than classical iterative methods and enables higher quality reconstructions and segmentations than the state-of-the-art learned and non-learned methods.
. Example of a two-step approach, where a segmentation is acquired by first applying FBP, after which U-Net is used as a second step. In our approach, we incorporate the physics modeling in the joint learned algorithm, providing both reconstruction and segmentation.
in the focus of research towards applications in various fields of biomedicine [1] , in particular for breast cancer imaging in humans [2] [3] [4] . One of the main objectives in PAT is to acquire information on the vascular geometry in soft tissue: many diseases, such as breast cancer and rheumatoid arthritis can be characterized with increased blood vessel density and irregular vessel structure. A common practice is to first reconstruct the initial pressure image, after which a segmentation algorithm is applied to obtain the segmented vascular geometry. A big disadvantage of such 'two-step' approaches is that reconstruction errors due to inaccurate physics modeling, noise or a lack of data will propagate to the subsequent segmentation step. In this work, we employ a partially learned algorithm to solve the reconstruction and segmentation task jointly. By utilizing the same physics model for both problems, we can achieve higher quality segmentation results than classical non-learned or even learned two-step approaches (Fig. 1) . The algorithm is a partially learned one in the sense that the physics model is given, but other parts of the algorithm are learned.
Common reconstruction methods for PAT are filtered backprojection (FBP) [5] [6] [7] [8] and time reversal [9] , [10] . These methods apply a variant of the adjoint acoustic operator on the measured data, which has been proven to give the exact result in case of infinite measurements without noise. Empirically, these approaches are still effective if 'enough' measurements with limited noise are available. If this is not the case, these methods fail to provide adequate results and iterative approaches utilizing regularization [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] are needed. It is 0278-0062 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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not always clear which regularize should be selected [15] , which limits the practical use of those approaches. Moreover, iterative approaches often need many iterations to converge, which can make them computationally expensive.
Recently there has been a big interest in using deep neural networks for various tomography modalities to enable faster and higher quality reconstructions. Very deep networks like U-Net [18] are applied to post-process FBP-results and achieve a better reconstruction [19] [20] [21] [22] , but can also be used to obtain a segmentation of the tissue under consideration. These networks are not very effective when the quality of the input data is low, as is the case for under-sampled FBP reconstructions. For this reason, other algorithms incorporate the operator that describes the physics in the learning process. DALnet [23] is a non-iterative method that learns the weights of an operator that acts as a pseudo-inverse on the measured data. In [24] , the authors first solve a non-learned reconstruction problem, followed by a learned smoothing step; these steps are iteratively executed in the resulting algorithm. Many other learned iterative methods are based on classical iterative methods, but execute far fewer steps in their reconstruction procedure: variational networks [25] [26] [27] can be seen as a learned variant of proximal gradient methods, where kernel-function pairs of the regularization term are learned. Learning the regularization term is also the idea behind [28] and [29] . In [30] , a learned variant of gradient-descent is applied, while learned proximal operators are investigated in [31] . The learned primal-dual (L-PD) algorithm [32] can be seen as the learned variant of many popular and effective primal-dual methods [33] . The key idea in [30] , [31] and [32] is that instead of taking a pre-defined gradient or proximal step with respect to the regularization function, an algorithm learns the steps that have to be taken to obtain a high-quality reconstruction. In [34] , L-PD was applied to 3D photoacoustic data. Since their 3D implementation of the acoustic operator is computationally expensive, the authors chose to not learn the whole 'unrolled' algorithm, but learn per iteration instead. In case the acoustic operator is expensive, one can also choose to use an approximation of this operator [35] , which still provides results superior to non-learned methods. Although empirically strong in their reconstruction capacity, most learned iterative methods lack a mathematical analysis of their convergence and stability. This makes them precarious for implementation in many applications, especially in clinical practice. A convergence proof for a method in which the regularize was learned is given in [29] . Very recently, Banert et al. [36] presented a convergence proof for learned algorithms that make use of proximal operators.
Segmentation in biomedical imaging is a well-studied problem; see [37] for an overview. New learned methods for segmentation are developed abundantly, of which U-Net [18] is currently a frequently used one. There are not many works on segmentation specifically designed for PAT; a simple segmentation procedure is given in [38] and a complete 'pipeline' from FBP reconstruction to segmentation is presented in [39] . Recently, solving the reconstruction and segmentation problem jointly has become increasingly popular: by treating both problems simultaneously, reconstruction can benefit from information available in the segmentation and vice versa. One such method is given in [40] , which also contains an overview on other non-learned joint methods. A recent work in which the segmentation is jointly solved with motion-estimation in an unsupervised learning approach is given in [41] . A mathematical framework for solving high-level tasks together with reconstruction in a learned manner is provided in [42] . In that paper, the network architectures for reconstruction is not necessarily the same as that for the high-level task.
In this paper, we make use of the partially learned L-PD method and modify it for the goal of joint reconstruction and segmentation in two-dimensional PAT. With this method, accurate information on soft tissue vasculature is directly available, without the necessity for post-processing. By using the acoustic model within the learning of the algorithm, both reconstruction and segmentation are of higher quality than in other learned algorithms. To obtain a robust method, the sensitivity of L-PD to image changes and changes in PAT system settings is investigated and solutions are provided. The method is tested on challenging synthetic and experimental data sets.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the joint problem of photoacoustic reconstruction and segmentation is addressed. Since a major interest in photoacoustic imaging is the visualization of blood vessels, a segmentation of the vascular geometry is of high importance. Our method provides this segmentation, including a reliability estimate, which can be interpreted in an easy way. An analysis of the sensitivity of the learned iterative algorithm is performed, which has not been done before.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section II we give a background to photoacoustic tomography, explain our forward model, and introduce the learned primal-dual method. In section III, we first present the neural network architecture that is used, before explaining how its sensitivity is investigated. In the same section, the joint segmentation-reconstruction method is provided, as well as the explanation of the experimental data on which it is tested. Quantitative and visual results of these experiments are given in section IV. In section V we conclude with some remarks and outlook for the future.
II. THEORY

A. Photoacoustic Tomography
Photoacoustic signals are generated by illuminating tissue with nanosecond laser pulses, which causes the tissue to heat up at locations of optical absorption. Thermoelastic expansion causes the generation of pressure, which propagates in the form of ultrasound waves. An array of ultrasound detectors is placed around the tissue to detect this signal. For chosen wavelengths, certain tissue constituents such as haemoglobin have a higher optical absorption coefficient than surrounding tissue, giving the desired high contrast. The generated initial pressure p 0 depends linearly on the combination of optical absorption coefficient μ a and fluence rate :
Quantitative PAT [43] has the goal to reconstruct μ a , but has the drawback of being computationally expensive or inaccurate, depending on the light propagation model. The objective of the acoustic PAT inverse problem is to reconstruct p 0 . This is computationally less expensive than the quantitative problem and the result already gives insight in the vascular geometry. However, a decaying fluence rate can cause problems for analyzing this qualitative image, since the same blood vessel structure can have a lower intensity deeper inside the tissue. Therefore, there is a need for a computationally inexpensive method which does not only provide the reconstructed initial pressure, but also gives a segmentation of the vascular geometry, insensitive to fluence rate reduction in depth.
B. Forward Model
In this section we mathematically describe the twodimensional acoustic PAT forward problem. Throughout the paper, with the exception of Appendix B in Supplementary Material, we assume the sound speed to be constant and known. For the derivation of the model with non-constant sound speed, we refer to [7, section 5.3] . From this point onwards we write for the initial pressure u instead of p 0 to improve readability of formulas and algorithms. We make use of a projection model with calibration as described in [44] :
Here p(x, t) is the measured pressure at location x, which is the result of a spherical mean transform [5] applied to the initial pressure u convolved with a calibration measurement p cal x, t . The last is the measurement of a point source located at x p , which is experimentally approximated. After pre-processing, we arrive at the simplified equation
where K is the acoustic forward operator mapping the initial pressure to the preprocessed measurements f . For a more detailed explanation of the calibration measurement and preprocessing, we refer to [7, Chapter 2] and [15] . For computational reasons, we make use of a matrix implementation of K . However, it should be noted that our algorithm can also be applied when a matrix implementation of the acoustic operator is not available.
C. From Non-Learned to Learned Primal-Dual Optimization
Many inverse problems, including the PAT reconstruction problem (3), can be written as
where data f is known, an approximate forward model K is available and the noise level of the additive noise ε is estimated. In case a direct reconstruction method does not give an adequate result, variational methods are employed to solve the minimization problem
Here F f is an operator that acts on the dual domain and handles the data, and G is an operator that acts on the primal domain. For instance, writing down a classical L 2 −T V model [45] in discrete form, it reads
This can be put in the form of (5) by choosing A := [K , ∇] and for F f choose a combination of the 2-norm and 1-norm acting on Au, while G(u) := 0. The reason of writing it down in such a form is that any primal-dual algorithm can be applied to solve this minimization problem [33] , of which primal-dual hybrid gradient (PDHG) [46] is a popular choice for tomography problems [15] , [47] . A key element in primal-dual algorithms is updating via the proximal operator, which for a general scaled functional γ H (u) is defined as
This proximal operator takes a descent step in the functional H (ũ), while staying close to a previous iterate u.
In Algorithm 1, PDHG is stated, where the θ -acceleration step is applied in the first update. The first update takes a proximal step with respect to the convex conjugate of F and acts in the dual domain; its inputs are the previous dual update q n , data f and the acoustic operator A applied to the primal updates u n−1 and u n . The second update takes a proximal step with respect to G and acts on the previous primal update u n and the adjoint operator A * applied to the dual update q n+1 . The adjoint operator A * is obtained by first discretizing A in a matrix and then taking the numerical adjoint.
Algorithm 2 L-PD (Learned). See Fig. 2 for a Visualization
for n ← 1 to N do q n+1 {1,...,k} = q n {1,...,k} + n q n {1,...,k} , A u n 1 , f , u n+1 {1,...,k} = u n {1,...,k} + n u n {1,...,k} , A * q n+1 1 .
end for
In this work, we make use of the learned primal-dual (L-PD) algorithm [32] , which can be derived from PDHG. The idea for the L-PD approach (Algorithm 2) is to not choose the functionals F and G explicitly, but learn the best update steps for each iteration. This is achieved by a CNN, here represented by the nonlinear functions n and n , where n and n describe the learned weights for iteration n. The key idea is that the inputs of the learned steps of Algorithm 2 are still the same as in Algorithm 1, such that the primal-dual structure is preserved. Note that weights of the network can be Fig. 2 . Visualization of learned primal-dual architecture as described in Algorithm 2. Number of channels is indicated below the layers on the left. On the right, every node corresponds to a 3×3 convolution followed by a ReLU-activation function.
different for every iteration n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Moreover, instead of updating one channel of the primal and dual, we allow the network to use k channels. This could encode some kind of 'history', which is similar to the acceleration of PDHG, where not only u n , but also u n−1 is an input in the first proximal step. However, the different channels can represent more general structures in the primal and dual domain that are useful for reconstruction. Channel 1 of the final iteration N gives our desired reconstruction. This leaves room for the other channels to represent other useful information; this will be leveraged in section III-B, where we use channel 2 to provide a non-binary segmentation. In section IV it will be shown that the L-PD algorithm provides higher quality reconstructions than PDHG applied to a TV regularised model (6) . An additional advantage is that L-PD can be enforced to only use a small amount of iterations, whereas in PDHG, one has to wait till convergence, which generally takes many more iterations. A visualization of the algorithm as a neural network is given in Fig. 2 .
III. METHODOLOGY
A major interest in photoacoustic tomography is the visualization of blood vessels in tissue as a marker of diseases, for instance in breast imaging. For this reason, we made use of retinal blood vessel images from the openly available DRIVE-dataset [48] . A total of 768 training images and 192 test images were obtained by preprocessing patches with a size of 192×192 pixels from this dataset. These training and test images have been further processed to contribute to our two goals: obtaining robustness to variations in images and system settings, and obtaining an additional segmentation in a realistic photoacoustic scenario. This is explained in detail in sections III-A and III-B respectively. The discrete size of the synthetic measurements is 1450 × n s pixels, where n s is the number of sensors used.
For the L-PD algorithm, both a small network and a larger network were trained. In the first one, the number of iterations was chosen to be N = 10 and the number of primal-and dual channels k = 5 (cf. Algorithm 2). In the second one, N = 5 and k = 2 were chosen. In both networks, there are 32 channels in 2 hidden layers. The filter size for the convolutions is 3 × 3 and ReLUs are chosen as activation functions. The Adam optimizer [49] with a mean-squared-error loss on the difference between ground truth and reconstruction is used:
For stability in the optimization, the batch size increases from 2 to 16 in three steps [50] during 200 Epochs. We make use of TensorFlow, executed on a single GTX 1080 TI GPU. Training took between 1 and 4 hours, depending on the amount of detectors used. It should be noted that this depends heavily on the specific operator A used: for training, one has to perform 2N iterations per backprojection, which makes the application of A the limiting factor for most tomography problems. After training, the computational cost for applying the algorithm also depends mostly on the operator A. For each iteration, A and A * have to be applied once. This means that the computational cost is approximately 2N times that of FBP. For a TV-reconstruction, the final iterationÑ depends on the desired accuracy, but is usually in the order of 100 or 1000 (c.f. section III-C), while we choose N = 5 or N = 10 for L-PD.
A. Training for Robustness
In this experiment we investigate robustness of the L-PD network to changes in the image and system settings, and give solutions to improve this robustness. Digital phantoms are created by setting the background of the vascular images to 0 and setting the maximum to 1. Synthetic data is generated by applying the forward model as explained in section II-B to these phantoms. For the standard data set, a setting of 32 detectors is used, uniformly placed around the phantom (c.f. right of Fig. 5 ). The L-PD algorithm is trained with the architecture as specified above.
1) Image Uncertainty: In Table I, 8 classes of images are defined, in which one or multiple image properties have been changed. For a visual impression, one instance of every class has been shown in Fig. 3 . To analyze the sensitivity of L-PD, the algorithm was trained on class 0 and applied to the test set of class i , with i = 1, 2, . . . , 7. Then the network was retrained on a training set of class i and again applied to the test set. We investigate how this affects the reconstruction quality.
2) System Uncertainty: To investigate the sensitivity of L-PD to changes in system settings, the algorithm is first trained on data from 32 uniformly placed detectors. The trained algorithm is applied to test data with 16 or 64 uniformly placed detectors and 32 detectors in a limited view scenario (c.f. right of Fig. 5) . Next, the network is retrained on a training set where the detectors were randomly chosen from a possibility of 128 detectors. We investigate how retraining on this more diverse training set affects the reconstruction quality. It is possible to explicitly treat the limited view problem by weighing the pixels at different locations differently [23] , [51] . Instead, we choose to let the L-PD algorithm learn to correct for the limited view problem.
In Appendixes B and C in Supplementary Material robustness to heterogeneous sound speed changes and uncertainty in the calibration measurements are analyzed, respectively.
B. Joint Reconstruction and Segmentation
The experiments in section III-A are meant to analyze the robustness of the L-PD algorithm to changes in image or in system settings. In these experiments, a homogeneous internal fluence rate is assumed, so that the initial pressure within the blood vessels is uniform. This is not a realistic scenario, especially for breast imaging, since the fluence rate drops rapidly with depth from the illuminated surface due to scattering and absorption in tissue. To get more realistic digital phantoms, we model light propagation with the diffusion approximation (DA) of the radiative transfer equation (RTE) [52] . This model is applied to the digital phantoms of class 0 in III-A, which serve as the optical absorption coefficient μ a . The DA has been implemented in the FEniCS framework [53] in Python. In the test set, 48 images have homogeneous internal fluence rate and 144 images have a heterogeneous internal fluence rate modelled with the DA with illumination from either 1, 2 or 4 sides.
For the test set, values for absorption μ a and reduced scattering μ s were selected from literature [54] to represent the values of whole blood for the vessels and glandular tissue or lipid for the background. For the training set, vessel absorption and background scattering were chosen in a wider range to improve reconstruction robustness, as can be seen in section IV-A. The exact values are stated in Table II. For these more realistic phantoms with spatially varying fluence rate it is difficult to detect the vascular geometry, since blood vessels deep in the tissue will give a lower initial pressure than shallow ones. Moreover, low intensity parts of the reconstruction can be invisible due to artefacts originating from higher intensity parts. To accurately reveal the vascular geometry at all tissue depths, we propose a method to compute the segmentation jointly with the photoacoustic reconstruction: instead of solely training for the best reconstruction, the neural network architecture is also trained for a segmentation output. The same network as in section III-A is used, which was explained in section II-C. Now however, not only a reconstruction output u N 1 in the first channel is required, but also a 
Here β is a parameter that determines the weighting between reconstruction quality and segmentation quality. For all our experiments, β = 0.5 was chosen, as empirically it is seen that solutions are not very sensitive to this parameter. Note that all the layers before the output layer are the same, meaning that the same information is used for the reconstruction and for the segmentation, which makes it a joint algorithm.
Because the neural network needs to be differentiable, the segmentation output u N 2 is not binary, but in the range [0, 1]. This can be interpreted as some kind of reliability estimate: when a pixel value is very close to 1, it is almost surely part of a vessel, while it is almost surely not when its value is very close to 0. To obtain a truly binary segmentation, the non-binary output will be thresholded at the value that gives the highest segmentation accuracy and highest Dicecoefficient [55] . The interpretation of the output as a reliability estimate implies that this threshold should be similar for all outputs, which is verified by experiments. For this reason, we choose one threshold which provides the best binary segmentation, averaged over the whole training set.
C. Comparison With Other Methods
The reconstruction output of the joint L-PD algorithm is compared with the following other methods:
• Direct FBP method as described in [7] .
• Iterative TV-regularised method (6) using PDHG (Algorithm 1) as described in [15] . To ensure that the algorithm is converged to high precision, we use 1000 iterations. Visually, the results do not change after the first 100 iterations. The regularization parameter α was chosen such that the PSNR between ground truth and reconstruction is highest. Moreover, a scaling was introduced to compensate for contrast loss that is well known for TV. That is, the reconstruction is multiplied with a scalar such that the outcome gives the highest PSNR.
• Learned U-Net approach [19] , where a neural network is used to post-process the FBP-reconstruction for a higher quality reconstruction. Parameters are chosen as in [19] . For segmentation, the following comparisons are made:
• Thresholding the FBP-and TV-reconstruction.
• A spectral globally convex segmentation (S-GCS) [56] , which can be seen as a convexified version of the level set method [57] applied with different scales. We use the numerical implementation as described in [56] , where we choose 15 scales of α ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 16}. The output scales are normalized to make comparison to the L-PD output possible. The algorithm is applied to the FBP-reconstruction and uses an L 1 data-fidelity term: this can potentially account for the decaying intensity in the reconstruction.
• Learned U-Net approach [18] , where we ask for a segmentation with the FBP-reconstruction as input.
D. Application to Experimental Data
We apply the L-PD algorithm that was trained on the training set as explained in section III-B to experimental data. With this we check the potential of L-PD to be applied to real data and the uncertainty that comes with it. 1) Experimental Setup: We make use of a tomographic photoacoustic imager as specified in [58] . A laser delivers 5 ns pulses of optical energy with a wavelength of 532 nm. For the recording of pressure waves a 1D piezoelectric detector array with 64 elements in a half-circle is used. The detector array has a central frequency of 7.5 MHz with a fractional bandwidth of 85%. The acquired data is discretized with a time sampling of 25 ns, for a total time of approximately 45 μs. Both the detectors and fiber bundles are simultaneously rotatable over 360 degrees. They can also be translated in order to image multiple slices. The detector array has a narrow focus (0.6 mm slice thickness) in one dimension, making it suitable for 2D slice based imaging. A schematic overview of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4 . For a more extensive explanation of the setup, we refer to [58] .
2) Vascular Phantom: For experimental data, a phantom with vessel-shaped absorbers in an optically scattering medium was created. Absorbing filaments were gently placed on stiff agar gel, after which a second layer of agar solution was poured on the whole and allowed to harden. A photograph of the filaments before pouring the second layer of agar is shown in Fig. 5 . The experimental agar phantom has the property that the sound speed is almost identical to that of water of the same temperature. For details on the phantom creation, we refer to [15] .
Data is obtained in a limited-view and a uniform detector setting: in the former, fiber bundles and detector array are placed on the top of the phantom; in the latter, fiber bundles and detector array are rotated over an angle of 180 degrees, which means that the detector array covers the whole circle. We point out that by this rotation not only acquisition is uniform, but also light is more homogeneously spread over the surface of the phantom. A schematic drawing of the detector setting is given in Fig. 5 , with two uniform settings (32 and 64 detectors) and one limited-view setting (64 detectors).
IV. RESULTS
In Fig. 6 reconstructions of a digital phantom from class 0 have been shown, where data was obtained by simulating for a uniform placement of 32 detectors. In line with the results in [32] it can be seen that the non-learned methods FBP and TV show artefacts in the background due to limited measurements and noise, while L-PD gives an almost perfect reconstruction with clear contrast and zero background.
A. Robustness Against Uncertainty 1) Image Uncertainty: Both the large and the small L-PD network were trained on all the image classes as defined in Table I and shown in Fig. 3 . We compared reconstructions of L-PD trained on class 0 to L-PD trained on the same class as the test class.
One visual comparison is provided in Fig. 7 . Here it can be seen that the L-PD network trained on class 0 incorrectly removes most of the background when applied to test data from class 3: only two spots of high background intensity remain. One might argue that this is a positive property, since out-of-focus elements or low-absorbing structures without diagnostic value can be removed. However, spurious high-intensity background elements can be misclassified as a part of the vascular geometry, which is undesired. After training on class 3, the complete background is correctly identified, which makes it less likely that background elements are misclassified as vessels.
We compare peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR) of the small and large network for the whole test set for all classes. In Table III it can be seen that for almost all image classes, it helps to train on the specific image class instead of the class 0. This is not very surprising, since the specific class is tailored to the test set on which the trained network is applied. It is however interesting to see that the degree of improvement was very different for the different classes: geometrical changes such as diameter (class 1) and coverage (class 4) did not show any significant improvement, while intensity changes such as contrast (class 2) and background (class 3) showed that it was necessary to retrain the network for this specific class. Furthermore it was surprising that retraining for different amounts of noise (class 6) was not really necessary, indicating that the denoising capacity of L-PD seems to be quite robust. It is not clear to us why for a test set of class 1 the PSNR value is higher when trained on class 0 instead of on class 1; we hypothesise that this is due to the stochasticity of training the neural network in terms of the optimization.
It can be seen as well that taking a larger network gives a minor improvement over the small network, but no extreme changes are seen. Finally, it is also apparent that the class that contains all the variety of all the other classes benefits from retraining on the same class, but due to this variety, the PSNR value is lower than for other classes. It is unclear to which extent this could be solved by simply taking a bigger training set.
2) System Uncertainty: Next we compare reconstructions of L-PD trained on a fixed setting of 32 detectors to L-PD trained on a random number of detectors, as described in section III-A.2. Here only the results for a test set with 64 detectors are shown: the full results are provided in Appendix A in Supplementary Material. In Fig. 8 , it can be seen that without training for invariance in detector placement, there are a lot of undesired local intensity changes in the reconstruction. When training is done with data from a random detector placement, we obtain the desired high-quality reconstruction. This means that L-PD can be applied to data from different number of detectors, without having to perform a time-consuming retraining of the algorithm.
In Appendixes B and C in Supplementary Material it is shown that a trained L-PD algorithm is robust against heterogeneous sound speed changes and uncertainty in the calibration measurements, respectively.
B. Joint Reconstruction and Segmentation
In this section, the joint reconstruction-segmentation algorithm as explained in section III-B is compared to four different well-known methods.
In Fig. 9 a comparison between the different reconstruction methods is shown for synthetic data using a uniform placement of 32 detectors. In this specific phantom, light was modelled to come from the left hand side of the image, resulting in a decaying fluence rate from left to right. It can be seen that TV and U-Net remove part of the background and partly smooth the vascular structure, but only L-PD is able to correctly identify the entire background while retaining most of the vascular structure.
The same synthetic data was used for Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , where S-GCS and U-Net are compared to L-PD. Both the non-binary output (Fig. 10 ) and the binary output 11 indicate the superior performance of the L-PD method. The L-PD method provides the correct vascular geometry, while both S-GCS and U-Net fail in the region where the initial pressure is lower. Furthermore, S-GCS, which is based on a level-set method, connects different structures which are not necessarily connected. It can be seen that the L-PD segmentation gives somewhat 'fuzzy' results in the right part of the image, while it is very sharp in the left part. This indicates that the L-PD segmentation is pixel-wise less reliable when the fluence rate drops. However, it is still clear that four blood vessels are migrating to the right; this possibly important diagnostic information is completely absent in the other segmentation methods.
Compressive sampling is a useful way to limit measurement time, thereby minimizing influences due to patient movement. We quantitatively show the superior performance of L-PD in both reconstruction and segmentation under uniform compressive samplings. In Fig. 12 it can be seen that both learned reconstruction methods (U-Net and L-PD) give higher quality reconstructions than non-learned methods (FBP and TV). Moreover, it can be seen that L-PD is significantly better than U-Net, especially in case of substantial compressive sampling, meaning a smaller number of detectors. This can be explained by the fact that the FBP-reconstruction with less than 32 detectors sometimes misses important features in the vascular geometry, which cannot be regained with the U-Net approach. With 64 detectors, the FBP-reconstruction does not really miss any important features, so U-Net can be adequately applied as an artifact removal tool.
In Fig. 13 the segmentation quality is assessed with the area under ROC-curve. The ROC-curve is obtained by comparing the false positive rate to the true positive rate of the thresholded reconstruction for various threshold values. The area under the curve (AUC) is then used as a single value reflecting the segmentation accuracy. The input image for computing the AUC is a non-binary image. In Fig. 13 it can be seen that the segmentation quality is very much in line with the reconstruction quality that was shown before: learned methods give more accurate segmentations than non-learned methods. Again, the L-PD method is particularly interesting in case of highly limited number of detectors: it helps to add the acoustic operator in the training, since otherwise previously created artefacts can be difficult to remove.
C. Experimental Results
All methods have been tested on experimental data obtained by measuring the experimental phantom explained in section III-D. Reconstructions and segmentations of the experimental phantom for a uniform sampling of 64 detectors are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 , respectively. Although the sampling of 64 detectors allows for a reasonable reconstruction with either TV or U-Net, the reconstruction with L-PD shows a clearer vascular structure with less artefacts in the background. This is also seen in the segmentation, where a larger part of the vascular geometry is identified.
In Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 , reconstructions and segmentations for the limited-view sampling of 64 detectors are shown. Recall that in this experimental setup, light deposition and ultrasound detection is at the top half of the phantom. Also here it can be seen that the L-PD approach gives superior reconstructions to the other methods. The L-PD segmentation does not create the spurious parts that are visible in the U-Net segmentation.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we developed a partially learned joint reconstruction and segmentation method for PAT. The sensitivity of the algorithm for reconstruction was investigated. When suitable training data is considered, the method has shown to be robust to changes in image and system settings and variety in sound speed and calibration measurements. For this, it is assumed that the expected variety can be estimated before training. Compared to state-of-the-art, our method gives higher quality reconstruction and segmentation results with less computational costs, both in simulation and experiment. More specifically, applying our method in a limited-angle scenario results in less streaking artefacts compared to the U-Net approach and can handle smooth intensity gradients. Thus, by improving reconstruction and segmentation quality, photoacoustic tomography can achieve deeper penetration in tissue. The approach can be modified for imaging modalities with different underlying physics or can be extended to other high-level tasks beyond segmentation.
In our experiments only 2D reconstruction and segmentation were considered, while both 2D [29] and 3D systems [3] are in use. Our method can be applied to 3D without changing the structure of the algorithm. If the 3D photoacoustic operator is computationally too expensive, one might have to change the learning of the algorithm to a step-by-step approach, as was done in [34] , but this does not change the structure of the convolutional neural network.
One approach to receive the desired robust algorithm is to train on a big variety of input images and system settings. However, when this variety is large, training will take a considerate amount of time. Moreover, it is never possible to train for all possible settings. Therefore, future research could focus on learning a representation of the manifold in which the reconstructions and segmentations should lie. This could be done by combining L-PD with a generative adversarial network [59] or variational autoencoder [60] which learns a low-dimensional representation of the ground truth images. These networks could then learn from a finite number of settings and interpolate on the learned manifold to cover all reasonable inputs and system settings.
